
 

Uniqueworks Oak Burr Furniture Collection 

 Catalogue 

Welcome to our new season Catalogue, highlighting our latest Collection of gorgeous oak burr furniture. We have 

used superb, characterful and grainy wood sourced from the Welsh Borders – some of the best timber we’ve ever 

seen. Drawing inspiration from the wood itself, our furniture-maker Jake Humphries has designed and crafted 

each piece individually, at our harbourside workshop, overlooking the Haven Estuary in Pembrokeshire. 

We like to use native British-grown, and particularly because we live in Wales, Welsh-grown hardwoods, for our 

work. Although most furniture-makers look for smooth uniformity in their timber, we like to try to capture the 

natural essence and character from the trees themselves -  we  deliberately choose wood with plenty of its knots, 

burrs and grain, and value these ‘imperfections’ for adding to the personality of the piece. 

Take a moment to enjoy the Collection. 

Contact us for more information, to discuss any bespoke commission ideas, or to arrange a viewing.  

Visitors are welcome at the workshop, which is usually open Monday to Saturday. 

 

Uniqueworks Handmade Furniture Workshop 
The Maritime Park, Unit A10 

Criterion Way 
Pembroke Dock 
Pembrokeshire 

SA72 6UL 
Wales 

07967 737689 

info@uniqueworks.co.uk 
www.uniqueworks.co.uk 

www.facebook.com/UniqueworksFurniture 
www.instagram.com/uniqueworksfurniture 

Blog Post :   https://www.uniqueworks.co.uk/2019/09/what-we-made-with-our-oak-burr-wood/ 

 

Makers of bespoke furniture for The National Botanic Garden of Wales, for Pembroke Castle, for The Grove Hotel, Narberth 
and for The NATO Summit Wales World Leaders’ Lounge. 
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 Oak Burr Panelled Chest 

Beautiful on the outside, roomy on the inside, this panelled chest is good looking as well as functional. We have 

accentuated the character by keeping the natural, wany burr-edge on the front of the lid. The chest can also double 

up as a solid bench seat, or as a centre-piece coffee table. A truly versatile piece of furniture, this piece would be 

ideal for a hallway, living room, bedroom or bathroom. 

Length : 90cm    

Width : 62cm 

Height : 45.5cm  

Price : £785 
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The Butterfly Tree Table 

Full of character, this coffee table is all about the beauty of the wood! Jake has carefully book-matched two 

adjoining pieces of sumptuous burr oak, to showcase the really superb character. A final dark wax polish, applied 

with the craftsmans’s hand, uses natural body temperature to really melt the colour into the grain, accentuating the 

beauty still further. With the curved design, there is just a hint of the look of a butterfly’s wings. The curves are 

echoed in the contemporary pedestal legs, which sweep up to support the top, like tree branches. 

 

Length : 71cm 

Width : 71cm 

Height : 45cm 

Price £650 
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Oak Burr & Elm Console 

This is a striking, contemporary design, crafted to showcase two toning, but contrasting woods – oak and elm. It is a 

large and handsome console table in burr oak, with slender panels and cleats at each end of elm.  

This table would make a lovely, decorative hall or side table, in the living or dining room. It could also make a 

particularly interesting, modern AV unit or computer desk, with useful shelf storage underneath. 

Length : 120cm 

Width : 50cm 

Height : 75cm 

Price : £740 
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An Oak Burr Demilune Table 

This is a special piece of furniture with breathtakingly gorgeous grain, linking traditional styling with a contemporary 

twist. The oak burr has a particularly beautiful lustre and colour. 

This is a demilune, or half-moon table, designed to fit neatly and decoratively against a side wall. The curved legs 

arch upwards from the crossed feet and mirror the lovely circular edges of the surface. Perfect for a hall or entrance 

way, or in a living room. 

Length : 120cm 

Width : 46cm max 

Height : 78cm 

Price : £750 
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Live Edge Oak Burr & Ashwood Coffee Table 

A blend of contemporary and classic, this beautiful little coffee table is made with stunning, gnarly oak burr with a 

contrasting streak of pale Welsh ashwood. The legs are also of ash, each with dark oak dowelling detail.  

The natural, or live-edged surface, which Jake has carefully opened up and book-matched, to be mirrored diagonally 

across the table, is most gloriously figured with striking swirls and darker burrs. 

Length : 92cm 

Width : 54cm  max 

Height : 40cm 

Price : £585 
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